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November 7, 2018
Keisei Electric Railway Co., Ltd.
“Skyliner Coupon”, “Keisei Skyliner & Tokyo Subway Ticket”
The first-ever service provided by railway company in the Kanto Area!!
New service tie-up with Japan Holiday Travel

Start of QR code exchange services for specially
planned tickets for foreign visitors to Japan
From November 9 (Fri)
Keisei Electric Railway Co., Ltd. (head office: Ichikawa, Chiba Prefecture; president:
Toshiya Kobayashi) will start a tie-up with Japan Holiday Travel (head office: Osaka, Osaka
Prefecture; president: Ikuyasu Go) to offer services which allow foreign visitors to Japan to get specially
planned tickets by showing a QR code sent to a device such as their smartphone starting November 9
(Fri) for the specially planned tickets Skyliner Coupon and Keisei Skyliner & Tokyo Subway Ticket
which can be used for discounts on the Keisei Skyliner.
Currently, passengers purchase ticket exchange vouchers (paper tickets) for the above tickets at
places such as overseas travel agencies and exchange them for specially planned tickets at the
Keisei Electric Railway counter after arriving in Narita Airport.
This service sends ticket exchange voucher information for tickets sold by Japan Holiday Travel
via QR code to a device such as a smartphone allowing passengers to get their specially planned
tickets by showing this QR code at the Keisei Electric Railway counter inside Narita Airport.
Passengers can carry out boarding procedures without bringing ticket exchange vouchers (paper
tickets) with them making their Keisei Skyliner experience smoother. Keisei Electric Railway is the
first railway company in the Kanto Area to offer ticket information sending services via QR code
through a tie-up with Japan Holiday Travel.
The “Skyliner Coupon” is a special ticket for foreign visitors to Japan. This makes it possible to buy
a “Keisei Skyliner” one-way passenger ticket and limited express ticket at a discount price in local
travel agencies prior to coming to Japan.
The "Keisei Skyliner & Tokyo Subway Ticket" is a plan passenger ticket for foreign visitors to
Japan. The ticket combines one-way or return fare on the "Keisei Skyliner" with the "Tokyo Subway
Ticket", which provides free travel on 13 subway lines (nine lines of the Tokyo Metro Subway plus
four lines of the Toei Subway) for 24 hours, 48 hours or 72 hours.
Details are on the next page.

Keisei Skyliner
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“Skyliner Coupon” and
“Keisei Skyliner ＆ Tokyo Subway Ticket” QR code download
１．Subjected tickets
・“Skyliner Coupon”
・“Keisei Skyliner ＆ Tokyo Subway Ticket”
２．Start date
Friday, November 9, 2018
３．How to Use
① When purchasing the above tickets at an overseas travel agency or online, the ticket
information QR code (valid for 6 months from the date of purchase) is sent to you.
② After coming to Japan, present the QR code to one of the following designated ticket
exchange locations to get your ticket.
≪Designated ticket exchange locations≫
・SKYLINER & KEISEI INFORMATION CENTER in Narita Airport Terminal 1 Station / Terminal 2・3
Station
・Skyliner Ticket Counter in Narita Airport Terminal 1 Station / Terminal 2・3 Station
・The counters on the arrivals floors inside the Narita Airport terminal buildings
・Skyliner ticket sales counters in Keisei Ueno Station and Nippori Station. ※Only possible to
exchange for Skyliner Coupon
※Contact Japan Holiday Travel listed at the end of this press release for travel agencies which
offer the QR code.
４． Changes in the current system and new system of using tickets issued by Japan
Holiday Travel

【Current system】
Overseas travel agency
Travel agencies affiliated
with Japan Holiday Travel
■Purchase a ticket exchange
Voucher

HIS counter in Narita Airport

Keisei Electric Railway
counter in Narita Airport

■Exchange the ticket exchange
voucher issued by the affiliated
travel agency with our ticket
exchange voucher

Ride on Keisei Skyliner

■Exchange our ticket
exchange voucher for the
specially planned ticket

【New system】
Overseas travel agency
Travel agencies affiliated
with Japan Holiday Travel
■Purchasing ticket exchange
voucher (QR code)

Keisei Electric Railway counter
in Narita Airport

■Exchange the ticket exchange
voucher issued by the affiliated
travel agency for the specially
planned ticket

【QR code (example)】
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Ride on Keisei Skyliner

5．Sale Prices
● “Skyliner Coupon”

Sale Price
Skyliner One-way

Discount

Adult

¥2,200

¥270

Child

¥1,100

¥140

● “Keisei Skyliner ＆ Tokyo Subway Ticket”

Sale Price
Skyliner One-way＋
Tokyo Subway 24-hour Ticket

Adult

Skyliner One-way＋
Tokyo Subway 48-hour Ticket

Adult

Skyliner One-way＋
Tokyo Subway 72-hour Ticket

Adult

Skyliner Round-trip＋
Tokyo Subway 24-hour Ticket

Adult

Skyliner Round-trip＋
Tokyo Subway 48-hour Ticket

Adult

Skyliner Round-trip＋
Tokyo Subway 72-hour Ticket

Adult

Child

Child

Child

Child

Child

Child

Discount

¥2,800

¥570

¥1,400

¥290

¥3,200

¥1,070

¥1,600

¥540

¥3,500

¥1,670

¥1,750

¥840

¥4,700

¥1,140

¥2,350

¥580

¥5,100

¥1,640

¥2,550

¥830

¥5,400

¥2,240

¥2,700

¥1,130

【Ticket styles】

Keisei Skyliner
Passenger Ticket and Limited
Express Ticket (Image)

Tokyo Subway Ticket (Image)
From left: 24 hours, 48 hours and 72 hours (All adult tickets)
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